
Kobi
workspace table 



Introduction

Kobi is a new multi-functional workspace table designed and manufactured by TeamMate.

Combining both contemporary design and unique modularity, Kobi inspires workspace 
interaction and collaboration.
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*Key Feature*

Cassic Walut premium finish 
added as an option with edges 
painted to match. 



>> Optional screen dividers, cable routes and  
      monitor mount

>> 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 seat options

>> Range of worktop colours and finishes

>> Options for power and connectivity inputs

>> Range of complimentary products available

Features

>> Multi-function table

>> Leg finish in white and black

>> Modular worktop design

>> Cable management system tray

>> Easy assembly

>> Optional central connectivity module for    
      worktop peripherals

KobiKobi
Features & Benefits

Overview

Built as a modular table, Kobi allows you to add additional 
modules to build bigger workspaces depending the room 
size or enivorment. The scalability of Kobi can be utilised 
throughout collaborative breakout and seminar spaces 
for ad-hoc BOYD meetings or desktop computer clusters. 
Kobi has an array of worktop and chassis finishes enabling 
it to suit a variety of education, corporate and public sector 
environments. 

AV and IT equipment can also be installed within the cable 
management trays of Kobi to support any worktop connectivity 
that has been installed. Accessories for Kobi include screen 
dividers for additional privacy and a screen mount at the end 
of the table for when large open space collaboration is needed.
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*Key Feature*

Cable management tray 
links all worktops with 
options for connectivity. 



Technical Specification

>> Optional Kobi monitor mount
        - Screen sizes up to 49”

>> Leg finish in white as standard with black  
      as a custom option

>> Individual worktop length 1500x750mm

>> Cable management system tray

>> Easy assembly

>> Central connectivity module for worktop  
      peripherals

>> Optional screen dividers, cable routes and  
      monitor mount

>> 4, 8, 12, 16 & 20 seat options

>> Range of worktop colours and finishes

>> Options for power and connectivity inputs

>> Range of suited products available

KobiKobi
Technical Specification

*Key Feature*

Accoustic materal can be 
used the Screen Divider to 
create a private working 
area. 
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Kobi workspace table with standard worktop option with screen dividers



KobiKobi
Configurations and options

WORKTOP FINISHES

    
White Melamine (Standard Worktop)

White Matte 58 Formica (Premium Worktop)

White Gloss AR Plus Formica (Premium Worktop)

Natural Beech Formica (Premium Worktop)

Classic Walnut Formica (Premium Worktop)

Any Formica Colour (Premium Worktop) 

KOBI 2-4 SEAT
1500X1500MM TOTAL WORKSPACE

KOBI 4-8 SEAT
3000X1500MM TOTAL WORKSPACE

KOBI 6-12 SEAT
4500X1500MM TOTAL WORKSPACE

KOBI 8-16 SEAT
6000X1500MM TOTAL WORKSPACE

KOBI CONFIGURATIONS KOBI ACCESSORIES

KOBI WORKTOP OPTIONS

SREEN DIVIDER CABLE FLOOR BOX

Kobi Standard worktop
-Edge banded, melamine finish with    
  opening for cable access

Kobi Premium worktop
-Formica finish, edges painted to match  
  and CCM included

SCREEN MOUNT

POWER AND CUSTOM 
INPUT MODULE 
CCM can accommodate custom 
requirements

Curry 60

OffWhite 63

Eco Brown 58

Orange 66

Jeans 75

Pink 65

LightBlue 60

Red 59

Lime 64

Stone Grey 67

Mokka 74

Anthracite 68

SCREEN DIVIDER FABRIC

N.B  Each Kobi Table system has a recommended number of users per table dempending on task. We advise 1 person per section for 
workspace desking applications and 2 person per side for conference use.

MOBILE UNDER-TABLE 
19” RACK
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Headquarters

TeamMate
EMEA
5-7 Rockfort Industrial Estate
Hithercroft Road
Wallingford, Oxfordshire
OX10 9DA 
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0) 1491 825739
F: +44 (0) 1491 838568
E:  info@teammateworld.com
W: www.teammateworld.com
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These specifications are subject to change.
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TeamMate is a registered trademark of 
Performance Enclosures Ltd.




